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scientific determinism
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imagination
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predictability
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contradictory
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objective thinking

absolute
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understanding
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question religion

spiritual

customs, traditions

secular

devout
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earth-based connections

intangible

tangible

literal
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organic

nature alive
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extended family
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arbitrary

complementarity
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change
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kinship bonds

racial discrimination

religious discrimination

class separation

multi-cultural

reciprocity

economic growth

modern economy

hyper economic growth

sustainability

story

debate

sermon

discussion

dialogue

harmony

conquest

religious conversion
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synergy

group democracy

liberalism

theocracy

elite democracy

participatory democracy

tribal wars

wars for conquest
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terrorism

defensive conflict
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struggle, conflict, war

battle unbelievers
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chronological, linear

teleological

indeterminacy

comparative, cyclical

collective

ownership
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privatization

community

hand-crafted
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household economy

efficiency, growth

community economy

ban from group

punish non-conformity

punishment evildoers

punish underachievers

support, nourish

learn from nature
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religious education
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holistic education
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